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Ecologists can spend a lifetime researching a small patch of the earth, studying the interactions between organisms and
the environment, and exploring the roles those interactions play in determining distribution, abundance, and evolutionary
change. With so few ecologists and so many systems to study, generalizations are essential. But how do you extrapolate
knowledge about a well-studied area and apply it elsewhere? Through a range of original essays written by eminent
ecologists and naturalists, The Ecology of Place explores how place-focused research yields exportable general
knowledge as well as practical local knowledge, and how society can facilitate ecological understanding by investing in
field sites, place-centered databases, interdisciplinary collaborations, and field-oriented education programs that
emphasize natural history. This unique patchwork of case-study narratives, philosophical musings, and historical
analyses is tied together with commentaries from editors Ian Billick and Mary Price that develop and synthesize common
threads. The result is a unique volume rich with all-too-rare insights into how science is actually done, as told by
scientists themselves.
From the often Caldecott-buzzed Deborah Freedman, a sweet and funny story about finding your place in the world. Carl
is an earthworm. He spends his days happily tunneling in the soil until a field mouse asks him a simple question that
stops him short: "Why?" Carl's quest takes him on an adventure to meet all the animals of the forest, each of whom
seems to know exactly what they were put on this earth to do, unlike the curious Carl. But it's not until the world around
him has changed that Carl begins to realize everyone, no matter how small, makes a big difference just by being
themselves.
This volume envisions social practices surrounding mosques, shrines and public spaces in urban contexts as a window
on the diverse ways in which Muslims in different regional and historical settings imagine, experience, and inhabit places
and spaces as »sacred«. Unlike most studies on Muslim communities, this volume focuses on cultural, material and
sensuous practices and urban everyday experience. Drawing on a range of analytical perspectives, the contributions
examine spatial practices in Muslim societies from an interdisciplinary perspective, an approach which has been widely
neglected both in Islamic studies and social sciences.
In 2004 a group of scientists met to clarify their understanding of place-related concepts, approaches to the study of
people-place relations, and the application of that understanding in recreation mgmt. for the purpose of integrating
perspectives from different disciplines, discussing approaches to understanding and measuring sense of place, and other
questions around the study and application of place-related concepts. Topics that generated the most discussion
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included how social processes influence place meanings, how place meanings are shared and negotiated within social
groups, and when and how place meanings and attachments reduce or avert conflict in natural resource planning and
mgmt. This collection of papers is a result of that meeting.
An astrophysicist presents an in-depth yet accessible tour of the universe for lay readers, while conveying the excitement
of astronomy. How is a galaxy billions of lightyears away connected to us? Is our home nothing more than a tiny speck of
blue in an ocean of night? In this exciting tour of a universe far larger than we can imagine, cosmologist Paul M. Sutter
emphasizes how amazing it is that we are part of such a huge, complex, and mysterious place. Through metaphors and
uncomplicated language, Sutter breathes life into the science of astrophysics, unveiling how particles, forces, and fields
interplay to create the greatest of cosmic dramas. Touched with the author's characteristic breezy, conversational
style--which has made him a breakout hit on venues such as The Weather Channel, the Science Channel, and his own
popular Ask a Spaceman! podcast--he conveys the fun and wonder of delving deeply into the physical processes of the
natural universe. He weaves together the past and future histories of our universe with grounded descriptions of essential
modern-day physics as well as speculations based on the latest research in cosmology. Topics include our place in the
Milky Way galaxy; the cosmic web--a vast web-like pattern in which galaxies are arranged; the origins of our universe in
the big bang; the mysteries of dark matter and dark energy; how science has dramatically changed our relationship to the
cosmos; conjectures about the future of reality as we know it; and more. For anyone who has ever stared at the starry
night sky and wondered how we humans on Earth fit into the big picture, this book is an essential roadmap.
An easily accessible resource that showcases the links between using documented primary sources and gaining a more
nuanced understanding of military history. • Covers benchmark documents in U.S. diplomatic and military history from 14
conflicts • Utilizes document introductions and scholarly analysis to help students understand the primary source
materials • Supports document-based teaching and learning strategies • Ties into Common Core critical thinking
guidelines commonly used in high school history courses for document analysis • Helps students understand the
difference between original source material and unsourced claims made on the Internet
The dream that drew the founders together was a believers church in the Wesleyan tradition. It is the same dream that
guides the Church of the Nazarene today. But how does that translate into a world where denominational lines don t
seem to matter as much as they used to?
Over a 3-day weekend in the spring of 2004 a group of scientists interested in extending understanding of place as
applied in recreation research and management convened a working session in Portland, Oregon. The purpose of the
gathering was to clarify their understanding of place-related concepts, approaches to the study of people-place relations,
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and the application of that understanding in recreation management for the purpose of integrating perspectives from
different disciplines, discussing approaches to understanding and measuring sense of place, and other questions around
the study and application of place-related concepts. Topics that generated the most discussion included how social
processes influence place meanings, how place meanings are shared and negoitated within social groups, and when and
how place meanings and attachments focus, reduce, or avert conflict in natural resource planning and management. This
collection of papers is a result of that meeting.
Jen Tringale speaks to the heart of every believer who desires to see God's plan for their life become a reality and wants the tools
to achieve it. Calling: Understanding Your Purpose, Place & Position details the forces that are working to help or hinder you as
you try to follow the path of your destiny. She goes beyond the concept of destiny to show how it can be recognized in day-to-day
life, and how living for a purpose greater than yourself can unlock blessings beyond measure.
This collection of case studies describes how instructors have used GIS within the traditions of a classical undergraduate
education to help students analyze, manage, and visualize information in order to create a realistic learning environment in which
students practice inquiry in their fields.
"What the heck is my partner thinking?" is a common refrain in romantic relationships, and with good reason. Every person is
wired for love differently, with different habits, needs, and reactions to conflict. The good news is that most people's minds work in
predictable ways and respond well to security, attachment, and rituals, making it possible to actually neurologically prime the brain
for greater love and fewer conflicts. Wired for Love is a complete insider's guide to understanding a partner's brain and promoting
love and trust within a romantic relationship. Readers learn ten scientific principles they can use to avoid triggering fear and panic
in their partners, manage their partners' emotional reactions when they do become upset, and recognize when the brain's threat
response is hindering their ability to act in a loving way. By learning to use simple gestures and words, readers can learn to put out
emotional fires and help their partners feel more safe and secure. The no-fault view of conflict in this book encourages readers to
move past a ""warring brain"" mentality and toward a more cooperative ""loving brain"" understanding of the relationship. Based in
the sound science of neurobiology, attachment theory, and emotion regulation research, this book is essential reading for couples
and others interested in understanding the complex dynamics at work behind love and trust in intimate relationships.
Do you want to be challenged to deepen your understanding of the characteristics and requirements of Almighty God? The
Understanding God Series contains the bulk of Pastor Tony Evans' compelling and hard-hitting resources on the essentials about
God, Jesus Christ, the Holy Spirit, Spiritual Warfare, and prophecy. Now available in paperback, readers will not want to be without
a single book in the series by this popular and powerful speaker and author.Addiction, immorality, broken relationships - we all
suffer spiritual setbacks. In Returning to Your First Love, readers will learn how to return to God and keep working out the most
important relationship in our lives.
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Angels are spirit beings created by God to be servants or messengers to the heirs of salvation. The destiny of a person cannot be
complete until he or she has connected to the workings of angels. There are levels of vision that cannot be complete until God has
opened one’s eyes to the workings of angels. Every born again child of God has an angel that is assigned to work with him in
fulfilling God’s purposes and promises for his life.
According to the author, psychoanalytic theory and practice – which discloses ‘the interminable falsity of the human subject’s
belief in the mastery of its own mental life’ – is in part responsible for the coming of the postmodern era. In this title, originally
published in 1993, Barratt examines the role of psychoanalysis in what he sees as the crisis of modernism, shows why the
modernist position – what he calls the ‘modern episteme’ – is failing, and proposes that psychoanalysis should redefine itself as a
postmodern method. In Barratt’s innovative account of psychoanalysis, which focuses on the significance of the free-associative
process, Freud’s discovery of the repressed unconscious leads to a claim that is basic to postmodern ideas: ‘that all thinking and
speaking, the production and reproduction of psychic reality, is inherently dynamic, polysemous, and contradictorious .’ He argues
that subsequent attempts to ‘normalize and systematize’ psychoanalysis are reactionary and antipsychoanalytic efforts to salvage
the modern episteme that psychoanalysis itself calls into question.
"In an era of globalization, where the progressive deterioration of local values is a dominating characteristic, identity is seen as a
fundamental need that encompasses all aspects of human life. One of these identities relates to place and the physical en"
This book is about your original purpose for existence and the source of meaning behind your life. In these pages you will discover
the Creator’s divine motivation, design, and mandate for His creation and your role in that creation. After reading this book, you
will be equipped with the knowledge to answer some of the questions addressing the heart cries of humanity in our search for a
better world. I am convinced also that you will come to believe, as I do, that there is hope for mankind, but only as we reconnect to
the source of creation and our Creator’s original concepts for life on planet earth. It is this concern that this book will attempt to
address. The goal of this book is to reintroduce the concepts, principles, and nature of true authentic kingdoms as presented by
the Creator and show the superior and advantageous nature of kingdom as compared to any religion, political ideology,
government system, or social program. Join me as we explore and understand the precepts and principles of “the Kingdom.”
Understanding Excessive Teacher and Faculty Entitlement develops a body of professional knowledge by providing a
deeper understanding of what manifests itself as 'excessive entitlement', by presenting a theoretical framework within
which one can investigate issues and helps those concerned with education and teacher education.
The study of crime has focused primarily on why particular people commit crime or why specific communities have higher
crime levels than others. In The Criminology of Place, David Weisburd, Elizabeth Groff, and Sue-Ming Yang present a
new and different way of looking at the crime problem by examining why specific streets in a city have specific crime
trends over time. Based on a 16-year longitudinal study of crime in Seattle, Washington, the book focuses our attention
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on small units of geographic analysis-micro communities, defined as street segments. Half of all Seattle crime each year
occurs on just 5-6 percent of the city's street segments, yet these crime hot spots are not concentrated in a single
neighborhood and street by street variability is significant. Weisburd, Groff, and Yang set out to explain why. The
Criminology of Place shows how much essential information about crime is inevitably lost when we focus on larger units
like neighborhoods or communities. Reorienting the study of crime by focusing on small units of geography, the authors
identify a large group of possible crime risk and protective factors for street segments and an array of interventions that
could be implemented to address them. The Criminology of Place is a groundbreaking book that radically alters
traditional thinking about the crime problem and what we should do about it.
This important book on Land Education offers critical analysis of the paths forward for education on Indigenous land. This
analysis discusses the necessity of centring historical and current contexts of colonization in education on and in relation
to land. In addition, contributors explore the intersections of environmentalism and Indigenous rights, in part inspired by
the realisation that the specifics of geography and community matter for how environmental education can be engaged.
This edited volume suggests how place-based pedagogies can respond to issues of colonialism and Indigenous
sovereignty. Through dynamic new empirical and conceptual studies, international contributors examine settler
colonialism, Indigenous cosmologies, Indigenous land rights, and language as key aspects of Land Education. The book
invites readers to rethink 'pedagogies of place' from various Indigenous, postcolonial, and decolonizing perspectives.
This book was originally published as a special issue of Environmental Education Research.
I grew up in Boston, Mass and relocated to AL in 2005. Writing is part of my life. Writing helps to ease my spirit. I am a
proud mother of two. I am best known for caring for and helping children in my community. I am the founder of Helping
Hands Children's Center, a non-profit organization in Birmingham, AL. This organization has allowed me to see the down
side of our communities and to analyze the impact it has on families. Through this organization I am able to have a
positive impact on our future generations. My Thoughts and My Views of our past and present connection to the
CREATOR is a Message concerning Nation understanding Nation.
The goal of this book is to reintroduce the concepts, principles, and nature of true authentic kingdoms as presented by
the Creator and show the superior and advantageous nature of kingdom as compared to any religion, political ideology,
government system, or social program.
There have been several attempts in recent years to create conceptual frameworks and models to help universities and
policy makers understand the role and contribution of higher education to local and regional development. However,
these models have failed to fully reflect or give insufficient attention to the impact of the regional context (economic,
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social, political), the policy environment for higher education and territorial development and the diversity of management
and leadership structures of universities themselves. This has led to the development of static models that rarely work
outside of the immediate context in which they were developed and therefore risk leading to design of policies that are
not fit for purpose. This Policy Expo is the result of work with partners in Europe, South America, Africa, Asia and
Australia to develop a new approach, the ORPHIC Framework, to think about how the university can be adapted to the
specificity of institutional and local contexts. The book examines: • What are the different roles that universities play in
local and regional development and how do these manifest themselves? • How can we learn from comparing practice
and experience internationally, and to what extent are policies aimed at promoting university–region relationships
transferrable? • What are the internal university factors, such as management and leadership, history, mission,
structures, and the external factors, such as territorial development policy context, governance system, nature of the
‘place’, that might help us explain the nature of the relationship?
“My heart feels so sad and empty, And my tummy is churning inside. Things won’t ever be the same again. I want
Grandad by my side.” Andrew’s grandad has died, and Andrew is feeling very sad and confused. Explore with your child
the difficult issue of bereavement as Andrew talks about his feelings with his mum and dad. These charming illustrated
storybooks allow small children to get to grips with upsetting and bewildering situations that might be affecting them or
people around them.
What happened to the urban spaces of everyday life when the Soviet Union collapsed? And how may this change be
understood? Based on long-term qualitative fieldwork in post-Soviet Russia, this study draws upon time-geographic,
social and semiotic theory to formulate a model of how urban space is formed. Mirrored through the case of
Ligovo/Uritsk, a high-rise residential district situated on the outskirts of Sankt-Peterburg (St Petersburg), the changing
relation between the lifeworlds of people and the system of governance is highlighted with regard to the transformation of
Soviet and Russian society over the last decades. The empirical material presented here documents a number of
processes within urban identity formation, spatial representations and local politics. The resulting findings add both
empirically and theoretically to the knowledge of urban cultural geography in Russia -- a field of research that until
recently was closed to Western researchers, and seems currently to be closing again.The book will be of interest to
researchers with an interest in social, semiotic and geographic theory as well as to students and researchers of cultural
and urban studies, urban life and Russian affairs. The study could be also helpful to professionals working in fields
related to post-Soviet urban identity, spatial representations and local politics.
The Calm Book is a playful, warm and inviting non-fiction picture book designed to encourage children to pay attention to their moods, and
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learn to cope with the stresses and excitements of the busy modern world without becoming overwhelmed. Top tips help young children to
practice breathing and mindfulness techniques and other calming exercises, while mini science sections explain simply what happens in the
brain and body.
A bestselling author shows how we can reclaim and make peace with the "shadow" side of our personality.
Why On Earth Do People Litter?Imagine if all our public places were clean and free of litter. The litter in parks, beaches, shops, transport
stops, waterfronts and roads wouldn't be ending up in stormwater, polluting our waterways. It would end up where it belongs - in the bin. In
Litter-ology, environmental psychologists Karen Spehr and Rob Curnow share their insights gained in over 20 years working on changing
people's disposal behaviour in public places. They help us understand:* Why people litter (and why they use the bin)* Who litters and how
they do it* What people say about their littering is not necessarily what they do* How social norms work to prevent littering* Personal
responsibility and littering* The power of rewards and sanctionsBased on up to date research evidence, Litter-ology is a highly readable guide
for all those who are trying to get results in keeping their public places clean and litter free.
Now in its Third Edition, this text provides the background knowledge primary teachers need to plan effective programmes of work and
answer children's questions with confidence. The new edition links explanations of scientific concepts with children's everyday experiences to
help teachers and trainees foresee how they will present the subject knowledge to their pupils. Shaped by the National Curriculum, this text
explains key scientific theories and concepts which pupils at primary level, including very able children, need in order to understand the
observations and investigations they undertake. A CD ROM of 200 science investigations for young students is included with the new edition,
allowing teachers to explore the practical application of topics covered in the book. This is an essential book for teachers, student teachers
and anyone interested in the roots and growth of science education.
Includes the Council's votes and proceedings, proclamations, bills, acts, etc.
A Place in My Heart (Bereavement)QED Books
From two influential and visionary thinkers comes a big idea that is changing the way movements catch fire and ideas spread in our highly
connected world. For the vast majority of human history, power has been held by the few. "Old power" is closed, inaccessible, and leader-
driven. Once gained, it is jealously guarded, and the powerful spend it carefully, like currency. But the technological revolution of the past two
decades has made possible a new form of power, one that operates differently, like a current. "New power" is made by many; it is open,
participatory, often leaderless, and peer-driven. Like water or electricity, it is most forceful when it surges. The goal with new power is not to
hoard it, but to channel it. New power is behind the rise of participatory communities like Facebook and YouTube, sharing services like Uber
and Airbnb, and rapid-fire social movements like Brexit and #BlackLivesMatter. It explains the unlikely success of Barack Obama's 2008
campaign and the unlikelier victory of Donald Trump in 2016. And it gives ISIS its power to propagate its brand and distribute its violence.
Even old power institutions like the Papacy, NASA, and LEGO have tapped into the strength of the crowd to stage improbable reinventions. In
New Power, the business leaders/social visionaries Jeremy Heimans and Henry Timms provide the tools for using new power to successfully
spread an idea or lead a movement in the twenty-first century. Drawing on examples from business, politics, and social justice, they explain
the new world we live in--a world where connectivity has made change shocking and swift and a world in which everyone expects to
participate.
Who am I? This question has defied answer since time immemorial! World famous psychologists and scientists have tried to find an answer
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to this question without success. In fact, you know me very well. You meet me daily, live with me, work with me, work for me, supervise me,
make me work for you; and my mistakes cause disasters, in which you and I perish! You meet me as a father, mother, brother, sister,
husband, wife, friend, lover, employer, employee... the list is endless. No venture or activity can ever be accomplished without me. You need
me. You cannot get anything done without me. It is I with whom you want a relationship; who creates the greatest love story or heartbreak;
makes any undertaking a success or a failure; is the single largest cost item in any company's balance sheet; and matters the most in any
activity. Yet, I am least understood and cared! Your inability to understand me leads to most of the organizational and interpersonal problems,
even accidents and disasters, in the world today. Disasters, in relationships - between families, friends, colleagues and lovers; in work-place
interactions leading to organizational conflicts; in development or implementation of policies, procedures or processes I cannot be relied upon
to follow, leading to accidents; these result from your inability to understand me. I cannot be managed or controlled. I can only be led,
motivated, mentored and developed. Love me, or hate me, you cannot live without me! You got me and the sooner you understand me, the
better will it be for both of us! I am a human, and this... is my story.
Understanding Cultural Geography: Places and Traces offers a comprehensive introduction to perhaps the most exciting and challenging
area of human geography. By focusing on the notion of ‘place’ as a key means through which culture and identity is grounded, the book
showcases the broad range of theories, methods and practices used within the discipline. This book not only introduces the reader to the rich
and complex history of cultural geography, but also the key terms on which the discipline is built. From these insights, the book approaches
place as an ‘ongoing composition of traces’, highlighting the dynamic and ever-changing nature of the world around us. The second edition
has been fully revised and updated to incorporate recent literature and up-to-date case studies. It also adopts a new seven section structure,
and benefits from the addition of two new chapters: Place and Mobility, and Place and Language. Through its broad coverage of issues such
as age, race, scale, nature, capitalism, and the body, the book provides valuable perspectives into the cultural relationships between people
and place. Anderson gives critical insights into these important issues, helping us to understand and engage with the various places that
make up our lives. Understanding Cultural Geography is an ideal text for students being introduced to the discipline through either
undergraduate or postgraduate degree courses. The book outlines how the theoretical ideas, empirical foci and methodological techniques of
cultural geography illuminate and make sense of the places we inhabit and contribute to. This is a timely update on a highly successful text
that incorporates a vast foundation of knowledge; an invaluable book for lecturers and students.
Worldwide development of agriculture and industry creates burgeoning demands on natural resources. Management of the rivers and the
surrounding landscape is one of the important tasks for today and for the foreseeable future. Lessons learned from centuries of management
(and mismanagement) have been distilled into principles and practices which form the subject matter for this book. It provides both a global
perspective and an entrée to the special problems associated with management of transboundary rivers.
To make sense of the world, we’re always trying to place things in context, whether our environment is physical, cultural, or something else
altogether. Now that we live among digital, always-networked products, apps, and places, context is more complicated than ever—starting with
"where" and "who" we are. This practical, insightful book provides a powerful toolset to help information architects, UX professionals, and web
and app designers understand and solve the many challenges of contextual ambiguity in the products and services they create. You’ll
discover not only how to design for a given context, but also how design participates in making context. Learn how people perceive context
when touching and navigating digital environments See how labels, relationships, and rules work as building blocks for context Find out how
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to make better sense of cross-channel, multi-device products or services Discover how language creates infrastructure in organizations,
software, and the Internet of Things Learn models for figuring out the contextual angles of any user experience
Olli-Pekka Vainio, a leading expert in science and theology, explores questions concerning the place and significance of humans in the
cosmos. Vainio introduces cosmology from a "state of the question" perspective, examining the history of the idea in dialogue with C. S.
Lewis. This work, which is related to a NASA-funded project on astrobiology, ties into the ongoing debate on the relationship between
Christian theism and scientific worldview and shows what the stakes are for religion and theology in the rise of modern science.
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